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ABSTRACT
IDA TOKEN is a TRON token, TRC10.
The token will regulate the digital advertising market price and will help website owner who want
to share their advertising revenues with their users to do it easily by providing tools and API.
The TRON blockchain is fast and TRC10 transactions are often cost less so it’s the best choice for
this token.
IDA TOKEN should move from the advertiser to the ad-network, the publisher/website owner, and
finally to the end-user. The end-user should be able to sell his tokens or buy advertising to repeat
the endless process..
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TOOLS & API
API for publisher / Website owner
At the moment you can use the IDA TOKEN API (https://idatoken.org/api.php) to Get IDA value,
Send a payment, Check IDA address, Get your balance & API usage, Get your deposit address
without complex coding.

Tools
Some other tools that will help advertisers or publishers / website owner to use IDA TOKEN could
appear in the next months and will be available on the idatoken.org website, you can be always
informed by our TELEGRAM or DISCORD channels.

UPDATE : A free IDA faucet script is available now. Uploaded on github.
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TOKEN ISSUANCE & FUNDS
Total Supply is about 10,000,000,000 IDA TOKEN.

We will allow people to participate in the IDA TOKEN at the price of 1 IDA TOKEN : 1 TRON. No
funds are really necessary as the project is funded already but it will help for a good start and make
the things continue with all the motivations expected.

IDA TOKEN could be already spent to https://bit-ad.com ad-network – More ad-network &
partners will come soon.

No more than 30% of the total supply should be used for airdrops, giveaway, partners, builder-team,
tools & api, market regulation or any other expenses needed to keep the token alive.
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AIRDROP
At this day, the first airdrop is already done. At least for the first step. 1 IDA Token was sent
randomly to a TRON active address every 1 minute or so.
The next step is to allow IDA TOKEN holders to get more IDA. People with more than 10 IDA
TOKEN in their wallet are invited to register their TRON/IDA address to
https://idatoken.org/airdrop.php. After a period of times the system will check all balances and will
send the airdrop to the address with enough balance. The airdrop will be split between the registered
address and proportionally to their IDA TOKEN balance.

More airdrop will be made in the next months/years, probably with the same process.
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MARKET PRICE & BURN
We will try to list IDA TOKEN into the most exchanges places as we can. The market price
should be regulated by the offer & demand of advertisers & users, but we could spend some of
our funds to « buy-back » IDA TOKEN to keep the price in a reasonable price at the beginning as it
could be manipulated easily with smalls amounts or eventually to get more funds available to cover
these loss.

We will burn some coins by sending them to the BLACKHOLE TRON address
TLsV52sRDL79HXGGm9yzwKibb6BeruhUzy and will let you know that on idatoken.org website
& socials media.
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TEAM OR CONTACT
If you want to join the team to help us or if you need to contact us, please use TELEGRAM
https://t.me/idatoken.
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